
Please Pick Up Your Prescription

“Teach a child to read,” the enthusiastic originator of our nation’s modern-day 
educational paradigm had commanded in earliest years of a benevolent school reform, attracting 
a lot of national attention; irrepressibly filled with concern, this solicitous leader had then taken a 
little time to elaborate upon his original idea: 

“You teach a child to read, and he or her will be able to pass a literacy test.”
My.  
Such a wonderful (and unquestionably vital) reason to learn how to read.
Presumed imperative in modern days if we were ever going to get students up to the high 

academic bar set by our leaders in Washington D.C., it wasn’t long before minutely pre-scripted 
literacy programs – overpowering structures aggressively ordered up for use by educators of any 
educational background or ability – became a full-fledged, if breathtakingly expensive, rage.  

Maintaining that; oh, well, clearly? 
Modern-day school-score-identified bad teachers no longer held the capacity for 

managing a conventional curriculum, reform advocates began to present an urgently new and 
indisputably crucial need: budget-breaking, minutely-pre-scripted academic reforms.  As 
enormous educational innovations, these impressively wrapped programs could arrive in the 
super-pricey packages of page-by page, move-by-move, thought-by-thought, groundbreakingly 
pre-scripted constructs.  

Massively costly and massively composed: 	

Programs which, through the appendage of a copyright symbol at the bottom of each 

overdetailed and overwritten page?
Could not, under penalty of law, be duplicated.  
Gigantically expensive and gigantically written: 
Innovations which, due to the mercurial nature of an unpredictably shifting competitive 

financing?  
Required an endless modification, and thus necessitated not only an annual re-purchase 

but an ongoing and zealously expensive educator re-training – even as box upon box of last 
year’s lavishly overstocked materials sat moldering inside the confines of overburdened 
bookrooms.	

          	
 Argued as the most logical response to a suddenly ordered NCLB testing; declared as 
being not only vital, but immediately essential; claimed as being the most rational reaction to the 
vigorously color-coded (and thus so plainly unacceptable) test scores now being produced by our 
largely low-income and over ninety-percent culturally-different students: An exhaustively pre-
scripted day-by-day literacy program was unexpectedly purchased, and abruptly forced onto the 
Language Arts department at Central High.  

However; in days already teeming with the heavy benevolence of a no-waiting reform, 
this suddenly acquired program swept imperiously into our building at the exact same moment 
when an especially invasive district directive additionally required all ninth and tenth graders to 
be unbendingly registered into double-length math and literacy courses.  When, somewhat 
accidentally, administrators stumbled onto the fact that getting these two magical innovations to 
work together would, in point of fact, cost roughly the price of a small oil-imbued kingdom? 

They sat down to re-think an actual implementation.
Luckily for the silver-bullet leaders of modern days, a sincerely protected loyalty to both 

a pre-scripted fidelity and a true-life program execution – oh, well, it turned out that these two 



often exasperatingly oppositional elements of a modern-day accountability were not, most days, 
on very good terms.  

Shoot, more often than not?   
These two habitually conflicting components of an immovable transformation:
Weren’t even speaking to each other at all.


